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Tribulation events foreseen by apostle John in Revelation. Quoting extra material from Timothy R. Phillips in the End Times Bible, World Publishing, & Barry Smith.
Whether or not you believe apostle & gospel author John's roller-coaster Revelation is 'God-inspired' you can be sure fanatical Judeo-Christian Right, war-hungry leaders & secular fakers are looking at it closely so they can compare their own plans & falsely interpret (eg. the so-called 'rapture' & 'Zionism') the shocking events of Revelation. 
Four events that signal the beginning of the end of the world 
White Horse (First seal - Revelation 6:1-2) A pyrrhic military victory witnessed worldwide (Iraq?)
Red Horse (Second seal - Revelation 6:3-4) A bloody World War III escalates 
Black Horse (Third seal - Revelation 6:5-6) Catastrophic global economic collapse causing massive food scarcity & food price inflation.
Pale Horse (Fourth seal - Revelation 6:7-8) A quarter of the world's population is wiped out by disease & famine. Wild animals devour the bodies.
God hears the His martyrs crying out for justice & decides to intervene at last against abusers of mankind's free will. (Fifth seal - Revelation 6:9-11) * 
An enormous earthquake. (Sixth seal - Revelation 6:12-17) The sun turns dark & moon turns red, wrath of God has come & people run to the hills. 
From the spirit realm 144,000 Children of God are marked & protected. (Seventh seal - Revelation 7:1-8:1) Loud trumpets prepare to sound - now the serious business starts. * 
Hail, fire & blood come down to earth. (First trumpet - Revelation 8:7) All of the world's grass is torched as well as one third of the world's trees. 
One third of the sea turns to a dark-coloured poison. (Second trumpet - Revelation 8:8-9) One third of world's fish die & one third of ships sink.  
Nuclear contamination falls to earth (Third trumpet - Revelation 8:10-11) One third of the rivers & springs are now poisoned. 
The sky dims, turning a third darker, & daytime is shortened by a third. (Fourth trumpet - Revelation 8:12-13)
Strange flying scorpions with men's faces spend five months stinging those who are not spiritually marked out by God. (Fifth trumpet - Revelation 9:1-11)
Two hundred million horsemen, commanded by four angels, wipe out a further third of anti-Biblical humanity. (Sixth trumpet - Revelation 9:13-21)
In the spirit realm satan realises his time is up. (Seventh trumpet - Revelation 11:14-14:20) Hoards of deceptive demons released, creating havoc for men. * 
Horrible sores break out on the skin of those who have taken the 'mark of the beast', probably those who are microchipped. (First bowl - Revelation 16:2)
All the sea creatures are killed. (Second bowl - Revelation 16:3)
All rivers & springs are now poisoned, life becomes very precarious (Third bowl - Revelation 16:4)
The sun gets unbearably hot (Fourth bowl - Revelation 16:8)
The earth turns completely dark (Fifth bowl - Revelation 16:10)
Euphrates river dries up & armies gather for the final battle (Sixth bowl - Revelation 16:12)
Mountain ranges rise & fall. (Seventh bowl - Revelation 16:17-21) At the battle of Armageddon Jesus returns & evil is finally banished from the earth 
The new Jerusalem descends from heaven & it has no temple within. (Revelation 21-22:5 & see 1 Chronicles 17:1-5 for no temple explanation) 
* These events take place primarily in the spirit realm.
Closing paras. of 'Strange Conflict' by Dennis Wheatley, Hutchinson (1941)
"In the New World Order all family life will be at an end, except for the conquerors. Only the worst elements, spiritually, will be allowed to procreate fresh generations to populate a world divided into masters & slaves. The right to homes & children of their own would be reserved to the Overlords; the rest would be herded into barracks & reduced to the level of robots without the right to read or speak or even think for themselves. There could be no revolt, because every officer, priest, deputy, editor, magistrate, writer & other leader of free thought & action in the conquered countries would already have been executed by the firing-squads; & leaderless herds cannot prevail against tanks, tear-gas, bombs & machine-guns. "And unless men are free how can they progress upon the great spiritual journey which all must make? 
"This war is not for territory or gain or glory, but that Armageddon which was prophesied of old. That is why all the Children of Light. wherever they may be, captive or free, must hold on to their spiritual integrity as never before & must stick at nothing, physically, in the fight, lest the whole world fall under the domination of these puppets who are animated by the Powers of Darkness." 
Illuminati in a nutshell - AIMS and STRATEGIES
Best Illuminati book is Proofs Of A Conspiracy by John Robison (1793).  
(1) Abolition of ALL ordered national governments; (2) Abolition of inheritance; (3) Abolition of private property; (4) Abolition of patriotism; (5) Abolition of the family as the cell from which all civilisations have stemmed; (6) Abolition of all religions so that the Luciferian ideology of a totalitarian elite may be imposed on mankind. 
(1) USE TEMPTATION TO ENTRAP 
To use monetary & sex bribery to obtain control of people already occupying positions in high places in ALL governments & other fields of human endevour. Once fallen they were to be held in bondage by application of political & other forms of blackmail & threats of financial ruin, public exposure, & physical harm. 
(2) GET THEM WHILE THEY'RE YOUNG 
Illuminati on the faculties of colleges & universities were to recommend students belonging to well-bred families for special training in internationalism. They were to be at first persuaded & then convinced that men of special ability & brains had the RIGHT to rule those less gifted. Three special Illuminati schools are located at Gordonstoun in Scotland; Salem in Germany; & Anavryta in Greece. 
(3) TERMINATOR AGENTS 
Blackmailed Illuminati puppets & Illuminati educated students were to be used as agents & placed behind the scenes of ALL governments as 'experts' & 'specialists' so they could advise the top executives to adopt policies which would bring about the ultimate destruction of the religions they were elected or appointed to serve. 
(4) TO OWN PUBLIC DISCOURSE 
The Illuminati were to obtain control of the press & all other agencies which distribute information to the public. News was to be slanted so that the public would get behind Illuminati puppets & come to believe in a One World Government as the only solution to the world's problems. 
Luciferianism > Illuminism > Freemasonry > Deism = Oligarchy & fake democracy.
Bible > Schools > Media > Land & Money reform = Truth > Justice > Peace > Beauty

